
Selecting A Dam Site 
Where Geometry, Physics, and Ecology 

Converge 



Dam Engineering 

O Higher dams generate more electricity because the water is 
travelling faster through the turbines. 

 

O Higher and wider dams require more concrete to build, so they 
are more expensive. 

 

O Higher and wider dams result in larger reservoir surface areas, 
which drowns out more forest and ecosystem area. 

 

O Higher dams make for larger and more expensive fish ladders. 

 

O Shorter, but wider dams are easier to construct and build fish 
ladders for. 



How Tall Can Dams Be Built? 

Dams generally can not exceed 1000 feet in height, due to the enormous pressure 

of the water on the concrete walls 



Skykomish River Watershed 

O The Skykomish River in Western Washington is one of 
the last major undammed rivers in the Pacific 
Northwest. 
 

O It is home to some large salmon runs, although they 
have to be trucked past the three waterfalls on the 
South Fork because those were natural obstructions to 
migrating salmon. 
 

O The headwaters of the river originate in high alpine 
wilderness areas of the Cascade range including the 
Wild Sky, Alpine Lakes, and Henry M. Jackson 
wildernesses. 



Your Mission 
O Examine the topographic maps of the Skykomish River Watershed and make a 

selection for the dam site. Your goal is to supply electricity to  at least 100,000 homes. 

  

Selection Criteria 

O Try to maximize electricity production by maximizing the height of the dam. 

O You can generate the same electricity of 1 foot of dam height for every 5 feet of width.  
In your electricity calculations use: Each section that is 5 feet high and 1 foot across =  1 KW of electricity 

1000 kilowatts = 1 megawatt  and 1 megawatt powers approximately 800 homes 

 

O However, the dam needs to minimize the area drowned by the reservoir. 

O Your dam can not exceed 1,000 feet in height. 

 

O Once the dam site is selected, draw the dam on the topographic map, draw the 
reservoir that will fill the valley, and calculate the reservoir surface area. 

 

O The winner will be the team with the lowest Reservoir:Electricity ratio (ft2/MW) 

 

O Each grid square represents 1000 feet by 1000 feet or 1,000,000 ft2 



Skykomish River Watershed 





 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 







 



 



 



 



Examples 
O The following slide shows two potential dam sites.  

 

O Site 1 is located near the confluence of the North and South Forks 
of the Skykomish River.  It is 500 feet high and 5000 feet across. 

 

O Site 2 is located on Trout Creek, a tributary of the North Fork 
Skykomish River.  It is 500 feet high and 1500 feet across. 

 

O Each grid square is 1000x1000 feet (1,000,000 ft2). 

 

O The area of the reservoir can be calculated by counting all of the 
grid squares within the reservoir. For a grid square that is not 
wholly in the reservoir, count it if more than 50% of it is water. If 
less than 50% is in water, do not count it. 

 





Example Answers 
O Site 1 is 500 feet tall and 5,000 feet across.  Thus, it contains a surface area of 

2,500,000 ft2, which is = 500,000 5x1 segments.  

O Each 5x1 section generates 1KW for a total of 500MW. That’s 400,000 homes. 

 

O Site 1 impounds 211 sections for a surface area of 211,000,000 ft2 

 

O The Reservoir:Electricity Ratio is 211,000,000 ft2 /5,000MW = 42,200 ft2/MW 

 

O Site 2 is 500 feet tall and 1500 feet across. 

O Thus, it contains a surface area of 750,000 ft2 which is 150,000 5x1 segments. 
That generates 150 MW of electricity. That’s 120,000 homes. 

 

O Site 2 impounds a lake of 12 sections for a surface area of 12,000,000 ft2 

 

O The Reservoir:Electricity Ratio is 12,000,000 ft2/1500 MW = 8,000 ft2/MW 

 

O Site 2 is definitely the better choice!!! 



 

All  Topographic Maps 

 

Zoom Out to View and Pan 



This project was made possible in part by a grant from  

Washington’s National Park Fund. 


